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What China has achieved

• China is powering ahead.

1. China has just landed a rover on the Mars
2. China is building its own space station and has just sent three astronauts to it
3. China has developed numerous Covid19 vaccines, two of which are approved by 
WHO, and has administered more than 1 billion doses to its citizens
4. China effectively controlled Covid19, despite its huge number of people, and 
now people have returned to their normal lives
5. China has built tens of thousands of kilometers of high speed rail.
6. China has dragged hundreds of millions of people out of poverty in recent 
decades, in particular in recent years
7. China has built some of the fastest super computers in the world
8. China is leading in quantum communication, 5G technology....and 
biotechnology.

And all this at a consistent 6 – 7% growth rate that seems steady. China has 
restored national pride along with prosperity



What China has achieved



XI Jinping





A building boom – (102 cities over 1 million people)



China’s one child policy

• China’s one-child policy was rolled out in 1980 by Deng Xiaoping and was strictly 
enforced after the population had increased to 969 million in 1980 from around 
540 million in 1949..

• It was enforced by the National Health and Family Planning Commission, with a 
system of fines for violators and often forced abortions.

• Civil servants and employees of government-affiliated organisations, including 
universities, risked losing their jobs if they were found to have had more than one 
child.

• If parents did not pay a fine, second children could not be registered in the 
national household system, meaning they did not exist legally and so would not 
have access to social services like health care and education.

• The policy led to sex-selective abortions or infanticide targeting girls, because of a 
centuries-old social preference for boys.

• Rural families were already allowed two children if the first was a girl, while ethnic 
minorities were allowed an extra offspring, leading some to dub it a “one-and-a-
half child” policy. Urban couples were also allowed to have a second child if the 
parents were both single children.

• Twins – parents not penalised so many took fertility treatment

• China officially ended its one-child policy in January 2016 in favour of a two-child 
policy before it introduced a three-child policy in May 2021





China’s new three child policy

• China’s overall population rose to 1.412 billion in 2020, from 1.4 billion a year 
earlier as middle class families increasingly put off having children. 

• The once-in-a-decade census revealed that annual population growth rate 
dropped to 0.53 per cent from 0.57 per cent in the last national survey after the 
nation gained another 72 million people over 10 years. 

• The long tail of the one-child policy, which began in 1980 and lasted until 2015 also 
left too few women able to have kids and a generation of single men. 

• In 2015, there were approximately 120 boys for every 100 girls in China. 

• Policymakers have been grappling with ways to address the multitrillion-dollar 
threat to its welfare system which has left a shrinking number of young people 
saddled with the pensions of a growing number of elderly Chinese citizens. 

• The Chinese Academy of Social Sciences warned in 2019 that the main pension 
fund could run out of money by 2035.

• Closing the for profit tutoring centres.



China’s demographic headwind

• Taken together, these unfavorable demographic trends are creating heavy 
headwinds for the Chinese economy.

• Under the one-child policy, for instance, Chinese parents often opted for an 
abortion over giving birth to a girl, creating one of the most imbalanced infant and 
child sex ratios in the modern world. In the years ahead, China will have to deal 
with the problem of tens of millions of surplus men, mostly from disadvantaged 
rural backgrounds, with no prospects of marrying, having children, or continuing 
their family line.

• Loss of family structure so necessary for the Chinese.

• a rising generation of urban Chinese youth is made up of only children of only 
children, young men and women with no siblings, cousins, aunts, or uncles. 

• The end of 2,500 years of family tradition will be a departure into the unknown for 
Chinese civilization



China tries something new

• new rules released on Friday bars for-profit tutoring in core school subjects in an 
effort to boost the country’s birth rate by lowering family living costs.

• It banned the companies from making profits, raising capital or going public. It also 
banned them from teaching foreign curriculums, importing foreign textbooks and 
employing foreign teachers.

• China’s for-profit education sector has been under scrutiny as part of Beijing’s 
push to ease pressure on school children and reduce a cost burden on parents that 
has contributed to a drop in birth rates. In May, China said it would allow couples 
to have up to three children, from two previously. More than 75 per cent of 
students aged from around 6 to 18 in China attended after-school tutoring classes 
in 2016. That figure has risen since then.

• An area overdue for regulation.

• “In the long run, it is definitely good news for the children as they don’t have to 
immerse themselves in endless homework,” said Zhu Li, a Chinese parent in 
Haidian District in Beijing. “But on the other hand, it might not be so good if they 
fail to enter a good university.”





Three children? – opting out

• Our parents lived for their children, we live for ourselves’

• When hearing the news today, my colleagues joked that unless the government 
rewards us with a flat and a degree for every single child we give birth to, the 
policy has nothing to do with us at all.

• when you become a parent you’ll have to think – and worry – about kids’ education 
in the future. Parents want the best of everything for their children, but the 
competition in China is way too fierce today.

• If the government is really serious about encouraging more babies, they should 
improve things such as welfare, childcare and eradicating discrimination against 
women in workplace.





China faces an ageing population

• Their model shows an especially sharp decline for China, with its population 
expected to fall from 1.41 billion now to about 730 million in 2100. If that 
happens, the population pyramid would essentially flip.

• Instead of a base of young workers supporting a narrower band of retirees, China 
would have as many 85-year-olds as 18-year-olds.

• Many countries are beginning to accept the need to adapt, not just resist. South 
Korea is pushing for universities to merge. 

• In Japan, where adult nappies now outsell ones for babies, municipalities have 
been consolidated as towns age and shrink. 

• In Sweden, some cities have shifted resources from schools to elder care. And 
almost everywhere, older people are being asked to keep working. Germany, 
which previously raised its retirement age to 67, is now considering a bump to 69.

• Going further than many other nations, Germany has also worked through a 
program of urban contraction: Demolitions have removed around 330,000 units 
from the housing stock since 2002.



Aged care cities in China – only for the well to do?





The view from the villages

• Easier to go to school now that there are no fees but the young often do not want 
to go and Grandma can’t make them

• Children – less desire to study – they expect to find jobs as teenagers. Often on 
construction sites in the city with minimal safety or compensation for frequent 
accidents.

• Marriage rates among village young people have fallen

• Not much money in farming anymore as costs go up.

• But the oldies say they dress better, have access to the Internet and what is going 
on in the world

• For rural people society belongs to someone else – they feel that they are a 
burden. Out of place as workers in the big cities. “Peasants” say the 
delevopmentalists.

• Financial relationships are replacing parental relationships.

• Model villages. And cultural tea houses but most turned into mahjong centres. –
govt funded to bring the rurals up to speed.

• Old people resentful. Rely on children for money and become dependents. Panic 
sets in



Family values

• This not-so-new practice leads to an estrangement of the child from the parents, 
but is a practical arrangement for poorer families, where income from the middle 
generation is relied upon to provide for retired parents and dependent children.

• As old farming ways give way to mechanisation and larger farms, and the cost of 
living rises, more and more rural couples head to the cities as migrant 
construction/factory workers.

• Chinese couples are often responsible for providing for extended families, and 
therefore they are forced to look for better opportunities to earn away from home.





The problem of care for the elderly

• the biggest culprit was the same demographic transition that is one cause of 
slowing growth: A declining birthrate means that Chinese adults can’t expect their 
children to support them later in life, so they save a lot to prepare for retirement.

• This demographic factor is reinforced by the weakness of China’s social safety net: 
People can’t count on the government to support them in their later years or to 
pay for health care, so they feel the need to accumulate assets as a precaution.

• housing prices in China are extremely high relative to incomes and that the real 
estate sector has become an incredibly large share of China’s economy.



Generational change

• The most common label for China’s new generation— namely, the post-1980, the 
post-1990, and the post 2000 generations—is the “single child.” They grow up in 
economic prosperity and enjoy unreserved love from their parents and 
grandparents. As a major historical event in China, the one-child policy has shaped 
the generational characteristics of the youth. This policy, combined with the 
country’s rapid economic growth, has a massive impact on the life course of the 
new generation

• The reform and opening-up has led to decades of rapid economic growth in the 
country, as well as a substantial improvement in the average income and living 
conditions. 88.3% of Chinese people lived in poverty at the beginning of the 1980s 
when the reform began. More than three decades later, in 2013, the poverty rate 
in China dropped to 1.9%, and more than 853 million people had been raised from 
poverty. The average disposable income in the country increased by 22.8 times 
from 1978 to 2017

• It is in this period of dramatic transformation that China’s new generation went 
through their adolescence

• the average height and weight for the young generation have also gone through 
substantial increases for both rural and urban areas and both males and females





Family values

• Young people are no longer passively indoctrinated, whereas the older generation 
can no longer indoctrinate the youth with their absolute authority.

• As adults, some now over 30 years of age, the “ME”s seek a balanced life between 
family and work, leisure and responsibility.

• In addition to being patriarchal, Chinese society is patrilineal. Therefore, even after 
marrying into a household, women are seen as the outsiders. In the Chinese family 
every relation has a different name. The names for family members on the 
maternal side begin with wai meaning 'outside'.

• Emphasizing their external position, women who marry in China don't adopt their 
husbands' family name and retain their own family name. For example, if Miss 
Wang marries Mr Li, she becomes Mrs Wang, not Mrs Li.

• Even though times and attitudes are changing, some of the practices are so deep 
rooted within the culture that it is almost impossible to erase them completely. 
Where independence is encouraged early on in a child's life in the West, in 
China interdependence is taught, practised and encouraged.

• Children are not just raised by parents but often two or four grandparents too 
(usually firstly paternal grandparents). Chinese people often end up making 
important life decisions just because of the pressure from their elders.





“People resemble their times more than their parents”

• With first job experiences placing a close second, most generations are shaped by 
early family life and defining events experienced during teenage years — events 
like the Founding of the Chinese Communist Party in 1921, the Japanese Invasion 
and Occupation 1931-1945, the Founding of the Peoples Republic of China 1948, 
the Cultural Revolution 1966-1976 and Deng Xiaoping's rise to power in China in 
the 1980s..

• The “Me” generation - The “ME”s grew up during China’s most intense period of 
economic development. Those born in the early 1980’s have only vague 
recollections of the struggles that marked China’s political and economic opening.

• They saw Hong Kong return to China; they witnessed the birth of the Internet; 
they saw television change from a state-controlled entity to a diverse medium 
blossoming with foreign content. 

• They saw the government provide protection for private property, invest heavily in 
science, technology, and space exploration, and revive and invest in China’s strong 
historic value on education.

• They perceive technology as critical to their future success (living virtual lives and 
tethered to their cell phones) and have a hybrid political ideology that blends 
capitalism with strong nationalism. 

• And they are very patriotic. Little pinkies.



The modern Chinese family

• The extra-focused upbringing of a single child by parents and grandparents lead to 
a generation of spoiled individuals who would later be regarded as the self-
centered, disobedient lot (“the Chinese millennials”).

• The pressure that the whole generation underwent during its developmental years 
resulted in a generation of disturbed individuals who lack focus and a sense of 
responsibility. This generation is also held responsible for the further deterioration 
of the traditional Chinese family.

• With the rapid growth of the Chinese economy came a growth in Western 
influences. In a world of communication and connectivity the Chinese society 
adapted to the new ways rather quickly. 

• The modern family became more couple-centric. Unlike their ancestors, the focus 
of the marriage was shifted from childbearing to the individual needs of the 
couple.

• DINKS – double income no kids.

• Even though the DINK lifestyle is widely popular some couples eventually give in to 
their parents' pleas as they are pressurised to provide heirs for the continuation of 
the family lineage. These reluctant couples, who are psychologically rebelling 
against the old ways, leave their child(ren) to be raised by the over-loving 
grandparents.



”

The amnesiac generation

• There are some 330 million in their teens and 20s — close to the population of the 
U.S. — and they encompass a diversity of views and backgrounds.

• the “post-Tiananmen generation.” The events of 1989 are a major turning point in 
China’s trajectory — toward breakneck economic development, away from 
political opening — and this generation is the first to have no living memory of it.

• They are the first generation of single children (a policy that came into effect in 
1980) and the first to grow up in the market-driven China that followed Deng 
Xiaoping’s reforms. 

• The first exposed to international culture from an early age, and the first internet 
generation. Where those before them came out of Mao’s shadow to build today’s 
China, these young Chinese are native to it, and never knew anything else.

• What they know of the Mao years might as well be a fairy tale. And their parents 
by and large don’t tell them about it, not wanting to burden their child with 
painful or dangerous knowledge. These young Chinese are divorced from history.

• there is no appetite for any political action on the mainland,





winners and losers

• If their parents and grandparents grew up in times when conformity was prized, 
when to be different was dangerous, this generation is defined by its individuality. 
If not political freedoms, they have the freedom to pursue the different lives they 
want to, each following their own singular star. 

• That has resulted in a diversity of subcultures that, as with America in the ’60s, 
their parents completely missed out on. There are graffiti artists, football 
hooligans, gaming geeks, cosplayers, yuppies, hippies. There are gay rights activists 
and xenophobic nationalists, partygoers and Party members — and, of course, 
both at the same time.

• The difference between poles is immense. The offspring of the wealthy — dubbed 
the “rich second generation” — are an alien species to the self-styled losers who 
call themselves “penis hair” to mock their lack of value in society’s eyes. 

• Someone born in Inner Mongolia could have nothing at all in common with one 
born in Hong Kong. 

• And the gulf between city and countryside still looms large. If a graduate in Beijing 
or Shanghai might want to work in a company, or start their own business, the 
ambition of their rural peer might simply be to become a migrant worker or 
hairdresser.





Cracking down on those who are different

• China’s internet increasingly is scrubbed of anything related to sexual minorities. 
Overtly LGBT accounts on the pervasive WeChat social media service are deleted 
without explanation. Among many specific examples of the crackdown, authorities 
recently asked Shanghai University to supply lists of their LGBT students and report 
on their private lives. 

• So why the crackdown this year? It reflects official anxiety over the state of 
Chinese masculinity, but it’s also just one part of President Xi Jinping’s ever-
widening agenda of repression. 

• China’s military hierarchy has long fretted that modern Chinese men, raised in 
“one child” families, lack the martial vigour to wage war.

• But the new intolerance of “sissies” and homosexuals is also a component of Xi’s 
quickening campaign against Western permissiveness more broadly. “Vulgar 
internet celebrities” also are persona non grata.

• And this socio-political rectification campaign is only one component of an even 
larger transformation under way. Xi is moving, erratically yet unmistakably, against 
private capital..



The little emperors and the pace of change

• Their elders have been critical, tagging unkind labels on them. They are “little 
emperors,” coddled and spoilt. Materialistic, apathetic, selfish, braindead. The “me 
generation,” the “lost generation,” the “no-theme generation,” the “generation 
without ideals.”

• The amnesia generation

• The generation gap between young Chinese and their parents is so chasmic that 
they might as well occupy different universes. Imagine a mother growing up 
surrounded by anti-capitalist slogans, her child by Louis Vuitton adverts.

• Indeed, the pace of change means that new generations continue to arise. There is 
a saying, “a generation gap every five years,”

• An illiberal turn can be traced back to 2008, when the internet began to be 
censored more stringently and the security state tightened. 

• Ever since Xi Jinping’s ascent to power in 2013, that has sped alarmingly, with a 
crackdown on all forms of civil society, a centralisation of Party supremacy, 
muscled exportation of power overseas, and a state-led nationalism coupled with 
oppression of minority groups, from feminist activists to ethnic Muslims interred in 
Xinjiang camps.







The Kris Wu case

• When Chinese-Canadian pop star Kris Wu was arrested on suspicion of rape last 
month, some of his fans immediately banded together online - with plans to break 
him out of prison. "Girls, there's strength in numbers, let's fly to Beijing and rescue 
him," one of them posted on microblogging platform Weibo.

• As China's increasingly obsessive celebrity fans continue to make headlines for all 
the wrong reasons, authorities have made it clear that such behaviour would not 
be tolerated.

• Many members of these groups are not just people harmlessly cheering on their 
favourite stars. In many instances, their behaviour has turned toxic. From stalking 
to cyberbullying and spreading rumours, organised fan groups have increasingly 
taken their "love" to crazy extremes..

• Fans have also regularly made the news for spending extravagant amounts of 
money on their idols - with some students reportedly going into debt. Just last 
Sunday, Weibo suspended a fan club of singer Jimin - a member of Kpop boy band 
BTS - over claims that it had raised funds illegally. 

• The account, which had more than 1.1m followers, crowdfunded a record-breaking 
1m yuan ($154,770; £112,460) in three minutes - money that went to customising 
the exterior of an airplane in honour of his 26th birthday.



Kris Wu



mobilising the fans

• In May, eager fans of reality TV show Youth With You enraged the public over a 
controversy involving food waste. 

• As part of the show's marketing strategy - which pitted trainee singers against one 
another - fans could cast more votes for their favourite male idols by scanning QR 
codes inside milk bottle caps. 

• It led to people buying milk in bulk with no intention of drinking it, and footage 
soon emerged of fans pouring large amounts of milk down the drain after voting.

• Even though obsessive fan culture is hardly unique to China, experts say that the 
scale is greater there thanks to a massive internet population that is also highly-
engaged.

• In 2018, Kris Wu made headlines in the US when he swept the iTunes music chart -
taking not just the No. 1 spot, but also seven of the top 10 songs. For a singer who 
was practically unknown in North America, it was quite the achievement. 

• While critics immediately thought that it was the work of bots, investigations 
found that it was in fact driven by his legion of fans, who had worked together to 
buy his albums to push up sales. But it is also precisely this kind of organised 
campaigning that worries the Chinese authorities



BTS



China cracks down on celebrity culture 

• A group of K-pop fans in China have become the latest victims of a crackdown on 
celebrity culture.

• Twenty-two fan accounts have been suspended by Chinese social media site Sina 
Weibo for what it called "irrational star-chasing behaviour".

• They include fans of Korean pop band BTS who crowdfunded on the platform to 
customise an aeroplane for singer Park Ji-Min's 26th birthday.

• Last week, two government agencies published guidelines saying they would ban 
broadcasts by "vulgar internet celebrities" and "feminine-looking men" because 
they do not portray the values the country wants to promote.

• But for many Chinese men it is the only outlet for individualism

• Worried about their ability to organise protests?



Crushing fandom?

• As Beijing bears down on fan culture, some online groups may be feeling lost -
their worlds have changed seemingly overnight. 

• Already, all the major social media platforms have responded to the government's 
call, removing celebrity ranking lists and shutting select fan accounts. 

• Competitive idol reality TV shows, many which rely on fan participation, were also 
banned this week

• But just as dangerous for the regime – these fans will go underground.



Tang ping



giving something back - the push back against 996

• And in January, a food delivery driver set himself on fire after he was allegedly 
denied $770 (£559) in overdue wage

• The widespread backlash has not sat well with Beijing, which strives to maintain 
social stability - all the more crucial given the sheer number of people working in 
the digital economy.

• A move towards better labour protection also comes as the attitudes of many 
young Chinese have changed, experts say.

• Unlike their parents who believed that hard work pays off, there has been a 
growing sense of dissatisfaction among exhausted youth who see little reward in 
doing the same.

• Some are so disillusioned that the "tang ping" movement - literally meaning to "lie 
flat"

• this is a concept that worries authorities as the country grapples with a shrinking 
labour force in the years ahead.

• This is of big concern for the government because it needs these workers to keep 
the economy going



Lying flat against 996

• State media have also taken offence to the concept of "lying flat". In one article 
published on Guang Ming Daily, a newspaper specialising in cultural matters, the 
author criticised the "lie-flatists" as possibly harmful to the country's economy and 
society as a whole.

• Young people in China exhausted by a culture of hard work with seemingly little 
reward are highlighting the need for a lifestyle change by "lying flat".

• The new trend, known as "tang ping", is described as an antidote to society's 
pressures to find jobs and perform well while working long shifts.

• The idea behind "tang ping" - not overworking, being content with more attainable 
achievements and allowing time to unwind - has been praised by many

• Concern over young people's "reduced work ethic, a lack of self-motivation, and 
an apathetic demeanour".

• Such trends come in light of the increased pressures placed on young Chinese 
citizens. This demographic have grown up under the one-child policy, and are 
expected to work longer hours than their predecessors - a population twice as 
large that is increasingly retiring.

• Consider an only child of working age working 996. Most likely male who then has 
to go home and look after aged parents…..



996 in the tech sector



China clamps down on overwork

• Video games – 1 hour per day Friday to Sunday

• No men allowed to wear earrings on TV and no effeminate young men on TV

• But also a pushback against 996 – that is 9am to 9pm 6 days a week.

• Now, China's authorities have issued a stern reminder to companies that such 
punishing work schedules are in fact, illegal.

• According to China's labour laws, a standard work day is eight hours-long, with a 
maximum of 44 hours a week. Any work beyond that requires extra pay for 
overtime.

• But this has not been well enforced. In many of the country's biggest firms -
particularly in the thriving tech sector - employees often work far longer hours and 
are not always compensated.

• this same work ethic has also been credited as the driver of success for these 
firms. Like Mr Ma, who founded online retail giant Alibaba, e-commerce platform 
JD.com chief Richard Liu has previously defended this culture, hitting out at 
"slackers".

• But public anger means authorities can no longer turn a blind eye

• Earlier this year, two employees at e-commerce platform Pinduoduo died weeks 
apart - a young worker collapsed on the way home after working long hours, while 
another died by suicide.



Women and the party

• Feminist commentary is often met with vitriolic nationalist attacks. The news anchor Bai 
Ge accused feminists of “infiltrating the country and provoking conflict between the 
people and the government . . . and push[ing] their anti-China agenda.

• Xi’s tenure has been similarly unkind to women. Only one woman sits within the top 
echelon of Chinese Communist Party leadership (which includes the 25 members of the 
Politburo and its Standing Committee), and women make up only 4.9 percent of the 
next 204 most powerful members of the Central Committee.

• In April, the social networking platform Douban closed the accounts of ten feminist 
groups—some of whose members advocated not getting married, having children, or 
having relationships with men—for putting forth supposedly extremist ideas. China’s 
largest messaging platform, Weibo, has also shut down the accounts of 
feminists, arguing that they were publishing “illegal and harmful information.”

• Two Chinas? In February, Xi Jinping declared victory in eliminating absolute poverty 
(defined as those living on $28 per month or less). 

• Yet not long before, Premier Li Keqiang had shocked Chinese citizens by revealing that 
the country had more than 600 million people—40 percent of the population—living on 
$140 per month or less.

• The top one percent in China has a greater share of wealth than the bottom 50 percent



Does the CCP have a women problem?



The “she economy”

• Traditionally women controlled the purse strings.

• Women are becoming more educated and delaying marriage and childbirth. They 
have more spending power. 

• German luxury car brand Mercedes-Benz, for example, tapped into the theme of 
independent women on China’s social media platform Xiaohongshu, or Little Red 
Book, with its She campaign.

• A post on International Women’s Day in March showed Lynn Xu, a prosecutor-
turned-lawyer and livestreamer, talking about stepping outside of her comfort 
zone. 

• Noticeably absent were a husband and children in this rare portrayal of a happy 
single woman. In China, officials often treat unmarried women over the age of 27 
as “leftovers” and a problem that requires solving.

• Retailers say tastes are broadening among young people, especially women.

• And they are buying more local products after Nike refused to source cotton from 
Xinjiang.



Marriage and children

• Demography presents an even tougher one, with the working population already 
declining. 

• A Communist Youth League survey has found that almost half of urban young 
women and almost a quarter of young men don’t plan to marry. 

• Many worry about the costs of having children, and say they can’t count on the 
government to support them in later years or to cover healthcare

• Many of them are downgrading lifestyle choices around diet, travel, and more. 
They fill social media with talks of the futility of endeavouring and the hollowness 
of desire.



Houses are for living in - Xi



Real estate and demography

• Eighty per cent of household wealth is in real estate, with 90 per cent of 
households owning their own homes, and the sector – including its hugely in-hock 
giant, Evergrande – is in crisis, its debt totalling more than $6 trillion.

• Home prices are falling for the first time in six years, and sales declined by 17 per 
cent last month. Many families own more than one property, having acquired 
them ultra-cheaply when in the 1990s state businesses ceased providing cradle to 
grave welfare for staff. “Houses are for living in, not for speculating,” says Xi..

• So a controversial property tax has been trialled in Shanghai and Chongqing, and 
the pilot will extend to further cities

• Can it be implemented? 

• too many officials and their family members have properties they can’t explain 
based on their official incomes, and can’t afford property tax on, based on their 
official incomes, and levying a property tax will anger everyone who stretched to 
buy a home.



So Xi wants a reset



Xi sets the tone

• The Chinese Communist Party has passed a "historical resolution", cementing Xi 
Jinping's status in political history. The document, a summary of the party's 100-
year history, addresses its key achievements and future directions. It is only the 
third of its kind since the founding of the party - the first was passed by Mao 
Zedong in 1945 and the second by Deng Xiaoping in 1981.

• As only the third Chinese leader to have issued such a resolution, the move aims to 
establish Mr Xi as an equal to party founder Mao and his successor Deng. Some 
observers see the resolution as Mr Xi's latest attempt to turn back decades of 
decentralisation by Chinese leaders that began under Deng and continued through 
other leaders like Jiang Zemin - a sign that China might be moving back to a so-
called cult of personality.

• It was the last major meeting of party leaders ahead of the national congress next 
year, where Xi is expected to seek a historic third term as president. In 2018, China 
scrapped the two-term limit on the presidency, effectively allowing him to remain 
in power for life

• Still, politics can be "surprising", experts said, and despite all the evidence of Mr Xi 
retaining leadership for the foreseeable future, anything can happen



Remaking Chinese society

• The orders have been sudden, dramatic and often baffling. Last week, “American 
Idol”-style competitions and shows featuring men deemed too effeminate were 
banned by Chinese authorities. 

• Days earlier, one of China’s wealthiest actresses, Zhao Wei, had her movies, 
television series and news mentions scrubbed from the Internet as if she had 
never existed. 

• Over the summer, China’s multibillion-dollar private education industry was 
decimated overnight by a ban on for profit tutoring, while new regulations wiped 
more than $1 trillion from Chinese tech stocks since a peak in February. 

• As China’s tech moguls compete to donate more to President Xi Jinping’s campaign 
against inequality, “Xi Jinping Thought” is taught in elementary schools, and 
foreign games and apps like Animal Crossing and Duolingo have been pulled from 
stores. 

• A dizzying regulatory crackdown unleashed by China’s government has spared 
almost no sector over the past few months. 

• This sprawling “rectification” campaign — with such disparate targets as ride-
hailing services, insurance, education and even the amount of time children can 
spend playing video games — is redrawing the boundaries of business and society 
in China as Xi prepares to take on a controversial third term in 2022.



• .



China’s economy – a more domestic focus

• Xi no longer feels any strong compulsion to explain himself to an outside world 
which he believes to be adapting itself rapidly to his party’s strength and vision. 
Thus there’s no need for him to fly to the eco-summit opening in Glasgow. 

• No need for China to focus any more on adapting to the rest of the world

• he is enlisting the party’s full powers to pursue his boldest crusade yet – grappling 
the “animal spirits” of successful Chinese capitalism into submission to his form of 
socialism where “public ownership is the mainstay”.

• Danger is lurking here, however. Restructuring the economy risks slashing the 
value of the real-estate investments on which the middle class has based its 
families’ futures, and risks the jobs of Chinese battlers

• The messaging indicates this will be achieved by redistributing wealth from the 
filthy rich who were lionised in Deng Xiaoping’s greedy “Old Era” of “to get rich is 
glorious”

• Xi says he wants to build “olive-shaped” prosperity, with the middle class 
expanding into the majority

• In his New Era, Xi’s “dual circulation” economy elevates domestic consumption 
alongside a business sector reoriented towards China itself, while the secondary 
“circulation” maintains exports and some imports.

• Less dependent on others while others become more dependent on China



The move against private capital

• It started in November when he ordered the cancellation of what would have been 
history’s most valuable share market float, Ant Financial, the night before. The 
reason? 

• Its founder, one of China’s richest men, Jack Ma, had criticised the regulators. His 
entire business empire has since suffered and he disappeared from public view to 
reappear much chastened.

• Xi has said China must limit “unreasonable incomes”. He has called on big 
companies to give money to social causes. 

• None complained and many complied. Tencent, owner of WeChat and a major 
video gaming business, immediately donated $US7.7 billion. 

• It seems plain that Xi is determined to redistribute wealth. Only the exact scale 
and mechanisms remain to be disclosed.

• Xi has declared the Deng era has reached its limits. Private capital had spun out of 
control; Xi is taming it in the interests of “common prosperity”.



The party museum in Beijing

• .



The second floor

• .



More Mao and less Deng?

• Believes the US is in decline while the CCP is now stronger than it has ever been.

• Beijing believes its scores of Belt and Road partners, which it has loaned more than 
$1 trillion over the past 20 years, outweigh the allies of Washington. They 
increasingly do so in UN voting.

• Back to the good old days – a reemergence of the cult of personality?

• With no clear successor in sight, that will ensure that according to precedent –
which requires a successor to be schooled for at least one five-year term – Xi will 
remain in power until 2032, when he will be 79 – Joe Biden’s age next month.

• The second floor of the vast new party museum in Beijing, constructed at Xi’s 
behest, encompasses the eras of Deng Xiaoping, Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao. The 
third floor is devoted to Xi’s New Era. 

• Putting the economy at risk? Today, Chinese business elites are hiding, 
downscaling their lifestyles, and worrying that a hint of foreign involvement might 
trip up a project’s compliance approval.



remaking China’s culture

• he is pushing an agenda of tackling income inequality under the banner of 
“common prosperity,”

• The party-state also makes it clear that it has the first and last word on what is 
permitted in mass culture.

• The scope and velocity of the society-wide rectification has some worried China 
may be at the beginning of the kind of cultural and ideological upheaval that has 
brought the country to a standstill before. 

• Residents expect more measures to come, targeting regular life as well as other 
sectors. 

• While the Ministry of Culture and Tourism is preparing a ban on karaoke songs 
deemed out of line with “the core values of socialism,” city officials are regulating 
dancing in China’s parks, a popular pastime for retirees. 

• In an editorial in the People’s Daily, the vice chairman of the Chinese Film 
Association called on filmmakers to make more patriotic films and “further 
promote” Xi Jinping Thought.





Back to socialism

• For decades life in China had evolved around its home-grown version of let it-rip 
capitalism. Despite being technically a "communist" country, the government had put 
its faith in trickle-down economics, believing that allowing some people to become 
extremely rich would benefit all of society by dragging it out of the disastrous quagmire 
of Chairman Mao's Cultural Revolution as quickly as possible.

• To an extent it worked. A large middle class has emerged and people in virtually all 
strata of society now have better living standards as a result.

• From the stagnation of the 1970s China has been thrust to the top of the pile, now 
challenging the United States for global economic dominance. But it left a chasm of 
income disparity. It is there to be seen in the children of those who were in the right 
place and the right time. 

• Parents who were able to take over factories in the 1980s made exorbitant profits 
which have paid for their progeny to now drive flashy sports cars around gleaming 
cities, zooming past the construction workers who wonder how they will ever be able to 
afford to buy a home.

• The concept of socialism - "with Chinese characteristics" - allowed the government 
massive philosophical leeway to run a society which, in many ways, was not very 
socialist at all. 

• Xi Jinping appears to have decided that this is no longer acceptable. The Chinese 
government, under his leadership, has started putting the Communist back in the 
Communist Party, at least to some extent.



Common prosperity

• Under this banner, targeting tax evasion by the wealthy makes more sense, as do 
moves to make education more equitable by banning private tutoring companies. 
The ongoing crackdown on the country's tech giants can also be seen as part of the 
plan.

• along with the wealth redistribution aspects of the communist path - Mr Xi also 
seems to believe that this means thrusting the Party back into most aspects of 
daily life, as the only realistic way of achieving what needs to be done.

• Why is Xi so conservative? When his father was sent to prison, Xi Jinping, at the 
age of 15, was made to go to work in the fields for years, living in a cave house.

• These tumultuous times clearly toughened him up but could just have easily 
transformed into a hatred of politics, especially of a hard-line variety. 

• Some China watchers have speculated that he perhaps believes that only a strong 
leader can guarantee that China will not return to the chaos of the 1960s and 70s.

• One reason for all this guess work is that we never hear him explain what he is 
doing in terms of his decisions.

• There are those here who see the whole process as a natural part of the country 
"growing up". In areas which had been unregulated there have needed to be 
regulations.





The young turn to Mao or common prosperity?

• Chairman Mao is making a comeback among China’s Generation Z. The Communist 
Party’s supreme leader, whose decades of nonstop political campaigns cost 
millions of lives, is inspiring and comforting disaffected people born long after his 
death in 1976. To them, Mao Zedong is a hero who speaks to their despair as 
struggling nobodies.

• In a modern China grappling with widening social inequality, Mao’s words provide 
justification for the anger many young people feel toward a business class they see 
as exploitative. They want to follow in his footsteps and change Chinese society —
and some have even talked about violence against the capitalist class if necessary.

• The party has nobody else to blame for a growing wealth gap, unaffordable 
housing and a lack of labour protections. It must find a way to placate or tame this 
new generation of Maoists that it helped create, or it could face challenges in 
governing.

• Nominally a socialist country, China is one of the world’s most unequal. Some 600 
million Chinese, or 43 percent of the population, earn a monthly income of only 
about $150. Many young people believe they can’t break into the middle class or 
out earn their parents. The lack of upward social mobility has made them question 
the purity of the party, which they believe is too tolerant of the capitalist class.



a divided society?

• New catchphrases among the young reveal this Mao-friendly mind-set. With 
wages stagnant, young people talk about a “consumption downgrade” 

• Their employers work them so hard that they call themselves “wage slaves,” 
“corporate cattle” and “overtime dogs.” A growing number are saying they would 
rather become slackers, using the Chinese phrase “tang ping,” or “lie flat.”

• Many say their biggest enemies are the capitalists who exploit them. The biggest 
target of their ire is Jack Ma, the co-founder of the Alibaba e-commerce empire. 
He was once cheered as the embodiment of the Chinese dream. 

• Now they jeer at his comments supporting the 996 work culture and saying 
business itself is the biggest philanthropy.

• The government is wary of the intensifying sentiment and has begun censoring 
some Maoist posts and discussions



What to avoid





Common prosperity – and business falls into line

• while this "common prosperity" drive is squarely focused on people inside the 
country it has the potential to have huge repercussions for the rest of the world.

• One of the most visible consequences of common prosperity has been the 
refocusing of corporate China's priorities to the domestic mark.

• Technology giant Alibaba, which in recent years has seen its global profile rise, has 
now committed $15.5bn (£11.4bn) to help promote common prosperity initiatives 
in China, and set up a dedicated task force, spearheaded by its boss Daniel Zhang. 
The firm says it is a beneficiary of the country's economic progress, and that "if 
society is doing well and the economy is doing well, then Alibaba will do well". 
Rival tech giant Tencent is pitching too. It has pledged $7.75bn to the cause.

• China Inc. is keen to show it is playing ball with the Party's mandate

• If common prosperity means an increased focus on the emerging Chinese middle 
class - then that could mean it is a boon for global businesses catering to these 
customers.

• However, businesses that are tied to the luxury sector may not do as well.

• Chinese spending accounts for about 50% of luxury consumption globally - and if 
China's rich decide to buy less Swiss watches, Italian ties and European luxury cars 
then this industry will take a hit.





The new socialism 

• The Party is now concerned about average workers - like taxi drivers, migrant 
workers and delivery boys,

• China wants to avoid the polarised society that some Western countries have, 
which we have seen leads to deglobalisation and nationalisation

• It is clear that common prosperity is a major part of how the Chinese state and 
society will be governed under Xi Jinping. 

• With this comes the promise of a more equitable society - a bigger and wealthier 
middle class, and companies that give back rather than just take. 

• A sort of top down Utopian China, that the Party is hoping will prove to be a viable 
alternative model for the world to what the West has on offer. But it does come 
with a catch: even more control and power in the hands of the Party.

• China has always been a difficult environment for foreign businesses to operate in, 
common prosperity means that the world's second largest economy just got even 
more difficult to navigate.

• Xi’s belief that the CCP must guide the economy and that Beijing should rein in the 
private sector will constrain the country’s future economic growth



Opportunities have passed them by

• In China, the rat race begins almost the minute you are born - from getting into a 
good school to getting that prestigious job. But millions now want to break free of 
this cycle, with two words shedding a light on the frustration felt by the younger 
generation.

• When Sun Ke graduated from college in 2017, he went to Shanghai to pursue a 
dream shared by many from his generation - a good career, a car, perhaps even a 
house.

• The 27-year-old didn't expect it to be very difficult. His parents managed to start 
from scratch on their own, and now own several properties in their hometown, a 
small town near Shanghai.

• However, when he started his own restaurant business in 2018, Sun Ke soon 
realized that big franchises and delivery platforms already dominated the market. 
He was too late to the race.

• After two years, he ended up losing more than 1 million yuan ($156,907, 
£110,169). Late last year, he shut the business for good.





Involution – the window has closed

• A term used to describe burnout

• Resonates with millennials born after 1990 and Gen Z

• Hard work does not always get you what you want.

• Their parents had better opportunities

• But the key difference is that in China, these "golden times" have passed so quickly 
that it is still fresh in people's memories.

• China now has the second highest number of billionaires in the world. But it's also 
home to some 600 million people whose monthly income is barely 1,000 yuan 
($154).

• The huge disparity has led to an increasing resentment from the young against 
their employers. And there's a growing sense amongst the young that their 
struggles aren't understood by those at the top.

• Many young Chinese have echoed the idea of exiting the rat race, but experts say 
it might be hard for this concept to become widely adopted - as authorities might 
find it goes against socialist values.

• In a speech in 2018, China's President Xi has said the new era "belongs to those 
who work hard", and "happiness can only be achieved through great endeavours".





Social fragmentation

• China is fracturing.

• Discrimination based on gender and ethnicity is rampant

• The creative class is at loggerheads with petty bureaucrats. And severe rural-urban 
inequality persists.

• While Chinese officials frequently reference the racial divisiveness that plagues the 
United States, they are less forthcoming about the growing polarisation they have 
fostered in their own country, across ethnic and geographic lines.

• Xinjiang, Tibet and Inner Mongolia stripped of their cultural practices.

• In 2019, China spent $216 billion on domestic public security, including state 
security, police, domestic surveillance, and armed civil militia—more than three 
times government spending a decade earlier and roughly $30 billion more than is 
designated for the People’s Liberation Army.



and don’t forget the social index score



A window of opportunity

• The first major change is Beijing’s assessment that the power and influence of the 
West have entered a phase of accelerated decline, and as a result, a new era of 
multipolarity has begun, one that China could shape more to its liking

• But the possibility of a renewal of U.S. leadership brought about by the advent of 
the Biden administration—and concerns about Xi’s mortality (he will be 82 in 
2035)—means that Beijing is unwilling to wait and see how long this phase of 
Western decline will last

• An ageing population will stress the country’s weak health care and pensions 
systems.

• The Chinese Academy of Social Sciences now expects China’s population to peak in 
2029, and a recent study in The Lancet forecast that it will shrink by nearly 50 
percent by the end of the century.

• Contributing to these woes is China’s shrinking workforce and rising wages, which 
have increased by ten percent, on average, since 2005. Larger paychecks are good 
for workers, but global manufacturers are increasingly moving their operations out 
of China and to lower-cost countries, leaving a rising number of low-skilled 
workers in China unemployed or underemployed. 

• And because only 12.5 percent of China’s labor force has graduated from college 
(compared with 24 percent in the United States), positioning the bulk of the 
country’s workforce to compete for the high-skilled jobs of the future will be an 
uphill battle..



Xi and the importance of time left

• Xi has consolidated so much power and upset the status quo with such force 
because he sees a narrow window of ten to 15 years during which Beijing can take 
advantage of a set of important technological and geopolitical transformations, 
which will also help it overcome significant internal challenges. 

• Xi sees the convergence of strong demographic headwinds, a structural economic 
slowdown, rapid advances in digital technologies, and a perceived shift in the 
global balance of power away from the United States as what he has called 
“profound changes unseen in a century,” demanding a bold set of immediate 
responses.

• His emphasis on an expansive definition of national security will steer the country 
in a more inward and paranoid direction. His unleashing of “Wolf Warrior” 
nationalism will produce a more aggressive and isolated China. 

• Finally, Xi’s increasingly singular position within China’s political system will 
forestall policy alternatives and course corrections, a problem made worse by his 
removal of term limits and the prospect of his indefinite rule.

• All this has to be done through the party which must be made up of true believers. 
Make it harder not easier to be in the CCP.





Why China cannot wait

• Directly related to this worrying demographic picture is the slowdown of China’s 
economy. With annual GDP growth having dropped from a high of 14 percent in 
2007 to the mid-single digits today, many of the long-standing problems Beijing 
had been able to sweep under the rug now require attention and a willingness to 
accept economic and political pain, from unwinding the vast sea of indebted 
companies to demanding that firms and individuals pay more into the country’s 
tax coffers.

• Infrastructure spending on transport unlikely now to drive growth – it is saturated.

• Perhaps the most consequential shifts to have occurred on Xi’s watch are advances 
in new technologies such as artificial intelligence, robotics, and biomedical 
engineering, among others. 

• Xi believes that dominating the “commanding heights” of these new tools will play 
a critical role in China’s economic, military, and geopolitical fate.

• Xi also hopes that new technologies can help the CCP overcome, or at least 
circumvent, nearly all of China’s domestic challenges

• The new technologies can also be used to stifle dissent.



Independence - made in China 2025?



Will desperation follow as the window closes?

• When a dissatisfied power’s strategic window begins to close, even a low-
probability lunge for victory may seem better than a humiliating descent.

• For example, Germany waged World War I to prevent its hegemonic aspirations 
from being crushed by a British-Russian-French entente; 

• Japan started World War II in Asia to prevent the United States from choking off its 
empire.

• China today checks many worrying boxes. Slowing growth? Check. 

• Strategically encircled? Check. 

• Brutal authoritarian regime with few sources of organic legitimacy? Check.

• Historical axe to grind and revanchist ambitions? Check and check.

• Many believe that China is throwing its weight around today because it is so 
confident in its continued ascent. Xi certainly appears to think that COVID-19 and 
political instability in the United States have created new possibilities to advance.

• The possibility is that China’s leaders are determined to move fast because they 
are running out of time



Xi is tackling real problems

• many of them have parallels in the West. One is inequality. The slogan of the 
moment is “common prosperity”, reflecting how Communist China remains as 
unequal as some capitalist countries. The top 20% of China’s households take 
home over 45% of the country’s disposable income; the top 1% own over 30% of 
household wealth (

• Another concern is the clout of tech giants accused of unfair competition, 
corrupting society and having unfettered access to personal data (only the state 
has that privilege).

• A third is strategic vulnerability, particularly the threat that adversaries will 
obstruct access to commodities and vital technologies.

• Yet Mr Xi’s campaign poses a threat to China’s economy. Pain from unravelling the 
debt of firms like Evergrande could spread unpredictably. Property developers are 
sitting on $2.8trn of borrowing. Property development and the industries that 
cater to it underpin about 30% of China’s GDP. 

• Households have parked their savings in real estate partly because other assets 
offer a poor return. Households’ spending on unfinished property accounts for half 
of developers’ funding. Local governments, especially outside the big cities, 
depend on land sales and property development to generate revenue.



Will Xi stifle initiative? The end of “Creative disobedience”?

• The crackdowns are also making business harder and less rewarding. The party 
had been creating a regulatory and legal framework, but Mr Xi is imposing big top-
down changes so fast that regulation has started to seem arbitrary. Consider, for 
example, “tertiary redistribution”, in which shamed tech companies hand over 
cash to the state in an attempt to redeem themselves.

• State-owned firms and strategic industries—including “hard-tech” such as 
semiconductors—may benefit, but not the entrepreneurs who have been the true 
source of China’s dynamism. If their money is not secure will they take it 
elsewhere?

• In politics the danger is that Mr Xi’s campaign degenerates into a cult of 
personality

• One is that the bureaucracy fails him. Mr Xi wants it to be responsive to market 
signals, but with promotions and purges in the air, China’s officials are jumpy. One 
cause of the power cuts in 20 or so provinces in recent weeks was the panic of 
bureaucrats who suddenly realised that they were likely to miss their carbon 
reduction targets. 

• Equally, however, officials fearful of being accused of corruption or ideological 
deviance by their rivals tend to sit on their hands. Failure is dangerous for a 
bureaucrat who takes the initiative; so is success.





The succession crisis

• The 2018 dismantling of presidential term limits allows Xi to rule indefinitely, if he 
chooses. If he steps down from his formal leadership posts, Xi will likely retain de 
facto control of the CCP and the People’s Liberation Army.

• He could continue to exercise enormous power behind the scenes, as both Deng 
and Jiang Zemin did after their terms as leader ended.

• Will he retire at the 20th Party Congress in 2022, or will he cling to power in 
perpetuity?

• If he dies suddenly in office, as Stalin did in 1953, will there be a split in the party 
as rivals jostle to take over?

• disorder in Beijing could have destabilizing effects that extend far beyond China’s 
borders. 

• if he does not make his preferences clear in 2022, the delay will likely ensure that 
anyone eligible to become the next leader of China is currently too junior to even 
be on the radar of external observers

• But Xi’s sudden death or incapacitation would cut his rule short, no matter when 
he intends for it to end. Xi is 68 years old, has a history of smoking, is overweight, 
holds a high-stress job, and according to state media, “finds joy in exhaustion”.



China unites a lot of nations against it

• Nearly five years on, Beijing is facing its biggest international backlash in decades. 
Negative views of China are near record highs across the developed world.

• The European Union, which Beijing worked to court during the Trump era, has 
officially branded China a “systemic rival,” and NATO leaders have begun to 
coordinate a common response to Beijing. 

• On China’s doorstep, the leaders of Australia, India, Japan, and the United States 
have revitalized the “Quad” grouping of nations in response to concerns over 
Beijing’s intentions. And most recently, the United States and the United Kingdom 
agreed to share sensitive nuclear secrets with Australia to help it counter China’s 
naval ambitions in the Pacific.

• Yet Beijing shows no sign of shifting course.

• In March 2020, the Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian outraged U.S. 
officials when he claimed that the COVID-19 pandemic began only after American 
athletes had brought the virus to Wuhan. 

• Last November, Zhao tweeted an illustration of an Australian soldier holding a 
knife to the throat of an Afghan child, prompting Australian Prime Minister Scott 
Morrison to demand an apology. 





Ganging up on China its best days behind it?

• China has more than 50 ghost cities—urban centers with highways and houses but 
not people. Almost two-thirds of China’s infrastructure projects will never recoup 
the costs of their construction. 

• The result, unsurprisingly, is out-of-control debt. China’s total debt jumped 
eightfold between 2008 and 2019.

• The problems that the massively indebted Chinese property developer Evergrande 
is now experiencing may simply be signs of things to come.

• Xi hopes to renew rapid growth through technological innovation, and R & D 
spending has tripled since 2006. Yet these efforts have failed to boost productivity

• Beijing has, for example, spent tens of billions of dollars on a domestic microchip 
industry yet still relies on imports for 80 percent of the country’s computing 
needs.

• Through its own belligerence, Beijing has given the U.S.-Japanese alliance an 
explicitly anti-China cast.

• The countries around the South China Sea are also starting to hedge against China. 
Vietnam is acquiring mobile shore-based missiles, Russian attack submarines, new 
fighter aircraft, and surface ships armed with advanced cruise missiles. Singapore 
has quietly become a significant U.S. military partner. Indonesia increased its 
defense spending 20 percent in 2020 and another 21 percent in 2021.



The backlash

• And in September, China’s new ambassador to the United Kingdom, Zheng 
Zeguang, was banned from the British Parliament over Chinese sanctions against 
British lawmakers. 

• China’s foreign policy elites have noticed the problem. As early as 2018, Deng 
Pufang, the son of former paramount leader Deng Xiaoping, warned that China 
should “know its place” and “keep a sober mind” in its foreign policy.

• Xi himself has at least tacitly acknowledged the problem, warning in a Politburo 
study session in June that China needed to present a “lovable” image to the world.

• But even more striking than the backlash against China has been the country’s 
inability to recalibrate. Beijing’s response to the rapid deterioration in ties with 
Canberra was to confront Australia with a list of demands that it said were 
prerequisites for improving relations. 

• in March, China’s top diplomat, Yang Jiechi, lectured his U.S. counterparts on the 
United States’ moral failings, including police killings of Black citizens.

• In response, U.S. National Security Adviser Jake Sullivan reminded Yang of what he 
called the United States’ “secret sauce”: the ability to acknowledge and fix 
mistakes. “A confident country,” Sullivan said, “is able to look hard at its own 
shortcomings and constantly seek to improve.” The implication, of course, was that 
China seemed unable to do the same, at least in its foreign policy. 



The diplomats are hamstrung

• That diplomatic aggressiveness has  a message for Chinese diplomats. 

• The message for any ambitious Chinese diplomat or propagandist is clear: to get 
ahead, it is important to match Xi’s assertive tone.

• backchannels through former officials or on the sidelines of official meetings have 
also become less effective, since Chinese officials recite well-worn talking points 
out of a fear of being labeled weak or even landing in political trouble

• They remember the purges recently and further back – The Cultural revolution.

• Bullying Australia and Taiwan – the rest of the world notices.

• And in the case of Taiwan it could be counter productive.

• TSMC is the world’s largest contract manufacturer of microchips, owning some 50 
percent of the market.

• But the biggest thing you learn from studying the chip industry is that all its most 
advanced technologies today are so complex — requiring so many inputs and 
super-sophisticated equipment — that no one has the best of every category, so 
you need a lot of trusted partners. 

• And if China thinks it can get around that by seizing Taiwan just to get hold of 
TSMC, that would be a fool’s errand. Many of the key machines and chemicals 
TSMC uses to make chips are from America and the European Union, and that flow 
would immediately be shut down. 



The end of China's rise?



China’s rise thanks to friends and globalisation

• The opening to the United States in 1971 broke this pattern. Beijing suddenly had 
a superpower ally. 

• Washington warned Moscow not to attack China and fast-tracked Beijing’s 
integration with the wider world. 

• By the mid-1970s, China had a safe homeland and access to foreign markets and 
capital—and the timing was perfect. 

• World trade surged sixfold from 1970 to 2007. China rode the momentum of 
globalisation and became the workshop of the world.

• It could do so because China’s government was largely committed to reform.

• It began to reward technocratic competence and good economic performance. 
Rural communities were allowed to set up loosely regulated enterprises. 

• Special economic zones expanded across the country and allowed foreign 
businesses to operate freely. It had demography then on its side. In the first 
decade of this century, it boasted ten working-age adults for every senior citizen. 
The average is closer to five for most major economies.

• And it had the support of Japanese investment after Deng rode on the Shinkasen

• The rise of ZU Rongji – premier 1998 – 2003 now that was an anti corruption 
drive!!



It’s the economy…..

• For the past decade, advantages that once helped the country soar have become 
liabilities dragging it down

• For starters, China is running out of resources. Half of its rivers have disappeared, 
and pollution has left 60 percent of its groundwater—by the government’s own 
admission—“unfit for human contact.” 

• Breakneck development has made it the world’s largest net energy importer. Food 
security is deteriorating: China has destroyed 40 percent of its farmland through 
overuse and become the world’s largest importer of agricultural products.

• Current projections suggest that age-related spending must triple by 2050, from 
ten percent to 30 percent of GDP.

• Private firms generate most of the country’s wealth, yet under President Xi Jinping, 
private firms are starved of capital. 

• Instead, inefficient state-owned enterprises receive 80 percent of government 
loans and subsidies. China’s boom was spearheaded by local entrepreneurs, but 
Xi’s anticorruption campaign has scared local leaders from engaging in economic 
experimentation

• China now faces two trends—slowing growth and strategic encirclement—that 
spell the end of its rise.

• Unproductive growth everywhere.





Too much saved and not enough spending

• But China’s economic growth has been gradually slowing. 

• China was able to achieve incredibly rapid growth through a combination of 
technological borrowing from more advanced nations and a huge transfer of 
population from rural areas to cities. As its technological sophistication grew and 
the reservoir of rural labour shrank, growth was bound to slow

• Chinese spending patterns haven’t adjusted to the needs of a slower-growth 
economy. In particular, the country still has a very high savings rate, so to maintain 
full employment it needs to invest an incredibly high share of G.D.P. — more than 
40 percent

• What drives investment? Normally, it depends a lot on how fast the economy is 
growing: growth is what creates a demand for new factories, office buildings, 
shopping malls and so on. 

• So very high investment as a share of G.D.P. is sustainable if the economy is 
growing at 9 or 10 percent a year. If growth drops to 3 or 4 percent, however, the 
returns on investment drop. 

• That’s why China really needs to change its economic mix — to save less and 
consume more. 



In China things can change quickly



And where does that leave us?

• the geopolitical winds are changing. We need to take change in China into account 
– things happen quickly

• After years of tense negotiations and frankly outright hostility, US President Joe 
Biden and Chinese President Xi Jinping got together for a virtual summit to talk 
shop. 

• It took more than three hours of private negotiations between the two 
superpowers, but here are a few key takeouts:

• They de-escalated the threat of military conflict over Taiwan by committing to 

maintaining the status quo;

• That means that as long as Taiwan does not declare formal independence (which it 

does not have the intention of doing), China is unlikely to attack the democratic 

island in the short term;

• They have started a dialogue on arms control. This is a big deal for what is known 

as “strategic stability”. this is where both sides “accept that conflict between major 

powers of comparable capacities must not occur for the preservation of 

humanity”; 
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